Adversarial examples form a major threat to incorporating machine learning (ML) models in critical applications. The existence and generalisation of these attacks have been attributed to the linear nature of ML models, deep neural network models in particular, in the high dimensional space. This paper presents a new nonlinear computational layer to the deep convolutional neural network architectures. This layer performs a set of comprehensive convolution operations that mimics the overall function of the human visual system (HVS) via focusing on learning structural information. The core of its computations is evaluating the components of the structural similarity metric (SSIM) in a setting that allows the kernels to learn to match structural information. The proposed SSIMLayer is inherently nonlinear. Experiments conducted on CIFAR-10 benchmark demonstrate that the SSIMLayer provides high learning capacity and shows more robustness against adversarial attacks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Machine learning models have become an essential component in a majority of complex real-life applications. The deep representation learning family of ML models have achieved superior, human competitive perceptual capabilities. In particular, the deep convolutional neural network (CNN) has dominated complex visual perception tasks such as image classification [1] , object detection and localisation [2] , and semantic segmentation [2] , [3] . It has also been incorporated in healthcare applications such as body composition analysis [4] , fall detection [5] and ergonomics analysis [6] - [8] using color and depth image modalities [9] . The CNN approximates complex mapping functions via a stack of computational layers that is based on the linear convolution operator [10] . This stack is trained end-to-end using general purpose gradient optimisation algorithms to extract features with an increasing level of abstraction [10] . The extracted features form a space in which the perceptual distance determines the outcome of the learning model [11] . However, recent works have demonstrated a major vulnerability of machine learning models to adversarial examples with more focus on the CNN architectures [11] - [14] . These attacks are optimised and imperceptible perturbations added to the input causing the trained model to misclassify this input with high confidence, even though it is drawn from the same training data distribution.
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Moreover, adversarial examples generalise across different CNN architectures.
Much research efforts have been devoted to understanding the space of adversarial examples since their intriguing discovery [12] . Goodfellow et al. [11] have explored this phenomena and proved that the main cause of deep networks' vulnerability is their linear behaviour in the high dimensional space. Despite their expressiveness and extreme non-linearity resulting from deeper models, the basic operation performed by these models is a linear dot product. This means that very small changes in model's high dimensional input lead to a large change in the activation causing adversarial examples to exist [11] . Hence, exploring nonlinear operators may allow obtaining deep neural network models that are more robust to adversarial attacks.
To that end, this paper proposes the SSIMLayer. A new nonlinear computational layer of high learning capacity to the deep CNN architectures. The SSIMLayer is perceptually inspired and designed to mimic the HVS functionalities. The HVS is a complex nonlinear system that is designed for analysing structural information of the visual world. Thus, incorporating the nonlinear SSIM operator which quantifies the change in structural information increases the robustness to adversarial examples. The SSIM is differentiable, hence, its parameters can be optimised using backpropagation. Moreover, focusing on extracting structural information can help reduce model complexity via building shallower and more powerful models overcoming gradients instability problems [1] , [15] .
The motivation for the SSIMLayer is three fold. First, the proposed layer inherently incorporates the functionalities of the HVS into CNN architectures. Second, the SSIM measure is nonlinear and differentiable, hence, its parameters can be optimised using backpropagation. Third, focusing onextracting structural information can help reduce model complexity via building shallower and more powerful models overcoming gradients instability problems [1] , [15] .
Recently, the SSIM metric has received extensive research interest from the deep learning community as it outperforms traditional objective image assessment metrics in quantifying the quality of perceived images. It has mainly been used as a loss function in optimising unsupervised deep generative models Fig. 1 : Network architectures used in evaluating the performance of the proposed SSIMLayer on CIFAR-10 dataset. For a convolutional or SSIMLayer: (e.g, 5 × 5 Covn, 32, S 1, P 2) indicates a layer with 32 sliding kernels of size 5×5, stride S = 1 and padding P = 2. This layer produces 32 feature activation maps that are passed through a nonlinear transformation using the rectified linear unit (ReLU).
as it is consistent with the perceived visual quality and makes use of the strong local dependencies of pixels [16] . Zhao et al. [17] provides a review of loss functions used with deep neural networks and demonstrates the superiority of the perceptually inspired SSIM loss and its variants.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section II introduces the proposed SSIMLayer and describes the mathematical formulation for its forward and backward computations. Section III compares the proposed SSIMLayer to the traditional convolutional layers in image classification and robustness to adversarial attacks settings. Finally, Section IV concludes and introduces possible future directions.
II. STRUCTURAL SIMILARITY INDEX SSIMLAYER
The SSIM [16] is a full-reference objective image quality evaluation metric. It has been formulated under the assumption that the HVS is highly adapted for extracting structural information from a visual input. The SSIM index quantifies the degradation of structural information between a distorted and its corresponding reference image. Moreover, the SSIM metric is nonlinear and its operations are differentiable satisfying the requirements for backpropagation and gradient based optimisation techniques. Therefore, in this work, the formulation of the SSIM metric is adjusted and incorporated as a computational layer in deep learning architectures.
Neurons of the SSIMLayer perform more expressive convolution operations that aim at comparing structural similarity independent from luminance and contrast. During training, layer filters are updated using backprobagated gradients to jointly maximise the structural similarity with spatial local patches in the input and minimise the training loss function. This yields an average structural memory image that represents dominant structures in the training dataset. The firing rate of neurons is controlled with the degree of similarity between trained filters and local input patches that have been normalised for luminance and contrast. Therefore, the final outcome is an SSIM feature map where each activation is a combination of luminance (l), contrast (c) and structure (s) differences, representing the degree of structural similarity between two aligned local input patch and filter.
A. Mathematical Formulation
Given two aligned local input patch x and a trainable weight filter y, the SSIM activation is computed as:
c(x, y) = 2σ x σ y + C2 σ 2
where α > 0, β > 0, γ > 0 are parameters indicating the importance each component and C1, C2 and C3 are constants to maintain numerical stability. Setting α = β = γ = 1 and C 3 = C 2 /2 simplifies the computations to:
B. Gradient Based Learning for SSIM Parameters
Parameters of the SSIMLayer are optimised using gradient based optimisation techniques. In this approach, weights of neurons are iteratively adjusted to jointly maximise the structural similarity with the local patch in the input and minimise a global performance measure. Given a deep neural network model that has an intermediate SSIM computational layer, the training procedure in a supervised learning setting can be formulated as follows:
the weights are iteratively updated in the opposite direction of the gradient of the loss function as:
for the SSIMLayer parameters, this update rule is changed to:
the derivative expression ∂L ∂SSIM depends on the used global loss formula, for ∂SSIM ∂y k of the local SSIM:
defining the following variables to simplify the expression:
then, the gradient of the SSIM is computed as in [18] :
where W is the trainable weights, N is the number of training samples, l(f ; x i , t i , W ) is the loss associated with a single training example, L is the global loss over a single mini-batch, j W 2 j is a regularisation term, η is the learning rate, x is the input, y k ⊆ W is the SSIM filter weights, k is the update iteration index, C 1 , C 2 are constants to ensure numerical stability and 1 Np = [1, 1, 1, ...p] is a ones column vector of size N p pixels of a local patch. 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We evaluate the performance of the proposed SSIMLayer interms of recognition acccuracy and robustness to adversarial attacks on the popular CIFAR-10 dataset. The evaluation protocol is that the SSIMLayer is injected into a deep learning architecture and compared to a convolutional one injected the same way in a plain convolutional architecture. The input images of dimensionality 32 × 32 × 3 were randomly flipped on the horizontal axis for data augmentation. The stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with mini-batch size of 32 was used for optimisation. The learning rate was fixed at 0.01 and the models were trained for 500 epochs. We used weight decay of 0.0001 and a momentum of 0.9.
A. SSIM for Image Classification
This experiment demonstrates the effect of incorporating the SSIM as an intermediate computational layer. The SSIMLayer operates as a high level feature extractor on top of the convolutional layers and before the output layer. This setting allows the SSIMLayer to build more meaningful structures from high level activations. Two architectures are compared: the first uses the SSIMLayer and the second is a plain convolutional architecture, as shown in Fig. 1 . This is a controlled experiment where all training settings are fixed for both networks. Figure 2 shows convergence curves for both networks. As shown, the SSIM architecture outperforms the plain convolutional network on the training and validation splits. It also demonstrates more confident behaviour on the validation split and higher capacity to accommodate the training data distribution. As detailed in TableI, the SSIM model achieves validation accuracy of 78.0 % compared to 73.8 % for the fully convolutional model. The SSIMLayer provides higher learning capacity than the traditional convolutional layer via modeling the human visual system capabilities in learning to extract high level structures in input feature maps. To visualise the trained low level filters, we trained two shallow models with the following architectures: {7x7 SSIM -ReLU -MaxPOOL -5x5 CONV -ReLU -MaxPOOL -FC} and {7x7 CONV -MaxPOOL -5x5 CONV -ReLU -MaxPOOL -FC} on CIFAR-10 dataset. These models reported validation accuracy of 77.26 % and 70.8 %, respectively. Figure 3 shows the low level trained convolution and SSIMLayer kernels. The SSIM kernels converged to the most common structures in the training dataset. However, as shown, a considerable number of SSIM filters have very small weights, norm < 1, this would suggest that a filter pruning stage is worth investigation.
B. Robustness to Adversarial Examples
Goodfellow et al. [11] have interpreted the adversarial attacks as a result of the linearity of deep neural network models in the high dimensional space. Since the proposed SSIMLayer is inherently nonlinear, it can hypothetically mitigate the severity of these attacks. To investigate the robustness of the proposed layer, we evaluated the performance of the two models depicted in Fig. 1 against adversarial examples generated using the fast gradient sign method (FGSM) [11] . The FGSM algorithm generates adversarial examples by adding a fraction of the signed gradients of the cost function with respect to the input as follows. Given an input image x, the perturbed version is generated using the formula:
where is a fraction that controls the strength of added noise, θ is model parameters, x is the input to the model, y is the target label and J(.) is the cost function used in training the CNN models. The sign(.) function is defined as follows:
if ∇ x > 0 (23) Figure 4 compares the robustness of the proposed SSIMlayer with the traditional convolutional layer against adversarial attacks. As shown, the SSIM model is more robust than the plain convolutional model at different adversarial noise levels . For instance, at = 0.007 which represents the magnitude of the smallest bit of an 8 bit image [11] , the SSIM model achieves a TOP-1 accuracy of 38.35% and a TOP-5 accuracy of 92.5% compared to 23.03% and 77.56% for the plain convolutional model on CIFAR-10 validation set. These results demonstrate the nonlinear nature of the SSIMLayer and its ability to extract structural information more independently of the effect of added noise. It is worth mentioning that, with > 0.01 on CIFAR-10 dataset, the images became unrecognisable and the misclassification rate of both models increased, especially, the SSIM model. 1) Higher Resolution CIFAR-10: In this section, we evaluate the performance of the SSIMLayer on ImageNet [19] images The proposed SSIMLayer outperforms the traditional convolutional layer and demonstrates capabilities to build shallower models that can effectively learn from high resolution and aggressively resized images. Fig. 5 : The SSIMLayer provides more robustness than the convolutional layer to adversarial attacks generated using the FGSM algorithm [11] on ImageNet images of CIFAR-10 classes.
of CIFAR-10 categories. We extracted a dataset of 15K images distributed uniformly among 10 classes, and split into 12K training and 3K validation splits. The models depicted in Fig. 1 were trained on this dataset. The images were randomly resized and cropped to match CIFAR-10 dimensionality, normalised and randomly flipped on the horizontal axis for data augmentation. Table II details training and validation accuracies of both models. The proposed SSIMLayer outperformed the traditional convolutional layer and demonstrated capabilities to build shallower models that can effectively learn from high quality and aggressively resized images. The SSIMLayer has further allowed the trained model to demonstrate robustness to more aggressive noise levels, as shown in Fig. 5 .
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a new perceptually inspired nonlinear computational layer (SSIMLayer) to the deep learning community. The proposed layer integrates the characteristics of the human visual system into deep convolutional neural networks. It allows the learning model to perceive structural information in input images. The proposed layer has a considerably higher learning capacity than the traditional convolutional layer allowing for building shallower and more efficient learning models. The experiments showed that the nonlinear nature of the proposed SSIM operator enables more robustness to adversarial attacks.
